Featuring more than 90 works in various media spanning the early 1990s to the present—including Takashi Murakami's first animal as well as iconic and new paintings and sculptures—this international traveling retrospective is an unprecedented opportunity to survey depth and breadth of the artist's entire career.
ARTIST, CURATOR AND BRAND PROMOTER TAKASHI MURAKAMI IS LORD OF AN EMPIRE THAT KNOWS NO BORDERS OR CREATIVE LIMITATIONS.

BY JUDD TULLY
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Bathed in the bright lights cast by a Japanese television crew on a balmy evening this past spring, Takashi Murakami held court in front of one of his new million-dollar paintings in the packed central gallery of Larry Gagosian's Madison Avenue space. Young Asian hipsters with skateboards and cell-phone cameras recorded the opening-night action as elevatorloads of art world types disembarked to take in Murakami's unexpected new series depicting Daruma, the 6th-century father of Zen Buddhism. It was perplexingly titled, at least for the uninitiated, “Tranquility of the Heart, Torment of the Flesh—Open Wide the Eye of the Heart, and Nothing Is Invisible.”

The series is based on the decidedly grotesque works of the Eccentric painters, an obscure group of 8th-century Kyoto-based artists, and represents a stylistic departure from Murakami's ultrapop manga- and anime-suffused works. Seeing the pictures in Gagosian's space initially made this visitor feel as if he had accidentally entered one of the Metropolitan Museum's rooms of ancient Japanese art before reaching the contemporary wing. Was Murakami trying to confuse his audience? Announce to the world that the era of such sexy and Westernized works as his fiber-glass sculptures Hiropon, 1997, and My Lonesome Cowboy, 1998, and the mural-size Super Nova, 1999, was over? That it was time for a shift back to the ancient arts of Japan, but melded with the cutting-edge, corporatized production approach of his hero, the American filmmaker George Lucas?

The moment was classic Murakami, a kaleidoscope of a man who is never quite one thing or another, but rather many things at the same time. He deftly plays off the twin themes of high and low culture, moves effortlessly between artist and impresario and presides over an audience? Announce to the world that the era of such sexy and Westernized works as his fiber-glass sculptures Hiropon, 1997, and My Lonesome Cowboy, 1998, and the mural-size Super Nova, 1999, was over? That it was time for a shift back to the ancient arts of Japan, but melded with the cutting-edge, corporatized production approach of his hero, the American filmmaker George Lucas?

The moment was classic Murakami, a kaleidoscope of a man who is never quite one thing or another, but rather many things at the same time. He deftly plays off the twin themes of high and low culture, moves effortlessly between artist and impresario and presides over an affair of assistants who work off his intellectual property. Besides overseeing the production of a staggering line of paintings, sculptures and multiples, the 45-year-old artist curates exhibitions, produces an art festival, makes animated and live-action films and collaborates on commercial projects ranging from the luxurious handbags he designed for Louis Vuitton in 2003 to this year's album covers, MTV promotions and cross-merchandising with rap star Kanye West.

Capturing the breadth of Murakami's world is part of the aim of "© Murakami," a major midcareer retrospective that opens October 28 in Los Angeles at the Museum of Contemporary Art before traveling to the Brooklyn Museum; Museum fur Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt; and the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao. It is the most ambitious effort to date to chronicle the evolution of the artist's startling post-Pop style, which analytically and audaciously mirrors contemporary Japanese culture.

"We don't want the business of Murakami to obscure Murakami the artist," says exhibition curator Paul Schimmel, who has selected 90 works spanning 15 years, from Signboard Takashi, 1991, a modestly scaled work in plywood and stickers that appropriates the logo and slogan of a famous Japanese toy company, to the just-completed Oval Buddha, a self-portrait more than 18 feet high that is based on a 12th-century sculpture. "The circling back that he's doing to the traditions of Japan—it's not intuitive," says Schimmel. "[But] it's really part of who he is, where he began and where he will always be. Increasingly, people are going to understand how much more his work is grounded in the broadest traditions of Japan."

Despite Schimmel's concern, it may not be possible to separate commerce from art when it comes to Murakami. As if to underscore the intricate intermingling of the two, the LA MoCA show will feature a Kaikai Kiki merchandise shop and a fully operational, though temporary, Louis Vuitton boutique selling limited-edition accessories designed by the artist and Marc Jacobs exclusively for the museum. "Everyone thinks all these kinds of ventures—LVHM, what he's doing with Kanye West—are an indication of greed," says Schimmel. "But from a financial standpoint, I assure you, for Murakami, doing a painting is by far the most efficient way to make money. There's a greater demand for his paintings because of all these other things he does."
monastic, workaholic life. Last fall he entertained a small group of journalists at the new Kaikai Kiki world headquarters, in the exclusive Motoazabu section of Tokyo. (Murakami's original art compound, in Asaka, an hour's drive from Tokyo, remains the main production center. Sleek as a Richard Gluckman–designed gallery, the expanse of pale wood, glass and white walls, tastefully accented with tatami-mat flooring, appears invitingly hip and minimally corporate. A small exhibition of Kaikai Kiki artists dominates the gallery area, featuring works by such rising stars as Mr., Chiharu Shiota, Mahomi Kunikata, Rei Sato and Murakami himself. Farther inside is a series of conference rooms, animation and production studios and Murakami's own spartan office/bedsit, where he often takes catnaps on a small futon.

"Even through all the success, he doesn't give a hoot about any kind of trappings," notes Blum & Poe's Tim Blum, the artist's Los Angeles dealer and longtime friend. "He invests everything back into his projects. He has no savings; he's not hoarding money." Yet, Blum adds, "his level of ambition is endless and insatiable."

Earlier that day, the striking profile of the ponytailed, bespectacled artist loomed on a giant screen, like the image of a rock star or perhaps Orwell's Big Brother, over the aisles of the biannual Geisai Art Festival, in a Brother, over the aisles of the giant screen, like the image of a bespectacled artist loomed on a profile of the ponytailed, adds, "his level of ambition is soaring money." Yet, Blum adds, "his level of ambition is endless and insatiable."

That might be a minority view, but Murakami is, in fact, a highly trained academian steeped in the esoteric art history of Japan. Born in Tokyo in 1962, the youngest son of a taxi driver and a traditional housewife, Murakami for a while followed in the conservative footsteps of his older brother, Yuki, receiving a doctorate in 1991 from the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music in Nihonga painting, a late 19th-century style that emphasized such traditional Japanese genres as seasonal landscapes and historical scenes while introducing Western perspective, chiaroscuro and bright colors. Asked at this year's Basel fair about his return to creating works with deeply historical associations, Murakami joked, "Now I'm getting old, and that's why I go back to Japanese history."

Remarkably, Murakami jettisoned his hard-won Nihonga credentials, and in barely four years of intense experimentation, he developed the opening chapter of his superslick post-Pop style. In 1995, Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, in Paris, staged the artist's first one-man show in the West, introducing his large helium-filled vinyl chloride balloon sculptures depicting Mr. Dob, a kind of raffish cartoon character that Murakami eventually copyrighted for his exclusive use. His first real exposure in New York came a year later, at one of the early Gramercy Hotel art fairs (which later morphed into the Armory Show), when Tokyo dealer Tomio Koyama showcased some of the artist's small drawings in a tiny hotel room.

It was only in 2002, however, that Murakami received significant recognition, with a show—appearing initially at the Fondation Cartier pour l'art contemporain, in Paris, and then at London's Serpentine Gallery—that featured a wildly imaginative, almost hallucinogenic installation that literally wallpapered the soaring space with his jellyfish-eye iconography. In May that year, Murakami made a splash on the auction circuit when Hiropon, his bikini-clad mannequin with supersized milk-spewing breasts, was snatched up by Chicago collector Richard Cooper at a Christie's New York day sale for a then-record $427,500, nearly four times the high estimate. The piece was featured on both the front and back covers of the catalogue—a rare marketing coup, especially for an untested younger artist. "Murakami perfectly captures popular culture in Japan in the '90s, and his art is an extension of his philosophical investigations," says Colorado philanthropist Kent Logan, one of the artist's earliest and biggest collectors. "That's what drew me in. There's quite a bit of depth to his work."

Although Murakami received a doctorate in Nihonga painting, a traditional, 19th-century Japanese style, it didn't take him long to develop the sexy, post-Pop works, such as My Lonesome Cowboy, 1998, that catapulted him to international fame.
THE MANY WORLDS OF MURAKAMI.

In 2001 Takashi Murakami established Kaikai Kiki, the multifaceted art enterprise whose activities include the production and promotion of artwork and merchandise, the management and support of young artists and the general management of events and public projects such as the one-day Geisai festivals. There’s also an animation component that produces feature-length films.

ART PRODUCTION

Easily the most lucrative of the divisions, the workshops staffed by highly trained Kaikai Kiki employees (left) churn out artworks that sell in primary markets around the world. Last May, at Gagosian Gallery in New York, for example, Murakami’s new Zen-themed paintings sold out at prices between $1 million and $1.5 million. More than 30 smaller and identically scaled flower paintings sold out at $100,000 apiece. Larry Gagosian was reportedly so enthusiastic about luring Murakami to his stable of artists, he personally sold the lion’s share of the paintings to his favorite clients.

MANAGEMENT

A Murakami disciple, Mr., had his international debut this past May at Lehmann Maupin, in New York, selling large-scale paintings and sculpture at prices reaching $300,000, In Paris last month, Chihho Aoshima’s fantasy landscapes opened the fall season at Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, priced from $10,000 to $200,000. Kaikai Kiki gets a portion of the sales’ proceeds.

SHOWMANSHIP

Held twice a year in Tokyo since 2002 and about to branch out to Miami during the Pulse art fair in December, the Geisai art festival (above) is a vital part of Murakami’s campaign to create an infrastructure for contemporary art in Japan. So far, however, the endeavor has bled red ink, with Murakami having lost millions of dollars from his effort, according to a source close to Kaikai Kiki.

COLLABORATIONS

Although Kaikai Kiki artist Aya Takano produced a design series for Wrangler jeans this year and Chihho Aoshima’s futuristic cityscape murals were displayed in the London Underground, nothing has come close to the global frenzy sparked by Murakami’s collaboration with Marc Jacobs on handbags and accessories for the storied Louis Vuitton brand (right). So far, three separate projects have been launched using the patterns and color schemes of Murakami’s fashionista side, with the artist’s fame—and fees—growing with each success. Although he doesn’t get a cut of the profits, it is believed that Murakami has raked in “millions of dollars” from his effort, according to a source close to Kaikai Kiki.

MERCHANDISING

Since 1996, chotchkes have been an integral element of the Kaikai Kiki cash machine, spawning a small industry of post-Pop accessory items, from pillows and towels to key chains and soccer balls (above). Prices for the cutesy and cuddly items range from $3 for a small badge to $800 for a giant flower cushion. At every press conference staged by Murakami and Kaikai Kiki, you can be sure to find a goodie bag of the stuff packaged in a distinctive and most likely collectible Kaikai Kiki shopping bag.

Like most privately held corporations, Kaikai Kiki keeps its profits secret. A spokesperson for the company declined to comment or release revenues or production sizes of the sought-after bags and accessories. The former are so hot that even today, five years after their introduction, they’re one of the most profitable parts of the business.

STILLS FROM THE 2006 ANIMATION KAIAAI & KIKI.
Logan’s enthusiasm isn’t universal; some find Murakami’s aesthetic too happy, facile and cute. Nevertheless, his work displays a complexity and character that resists instant understanding. “Hiropon is not some simple, sexed-up sculpture,” says Boesky. “That was all about tapping our vision and catching our attention. It was just a starting-off point, and he never made another sculpture like that again.” To her, Murakami “is always 10 steps ahead, so nothing is as it seems. It’s all part of a larger fabric that he’s weaving together.”

That unfettered drive got the artist into an embarrassing logjam earlier this year. Through Perrotin, his Paris dealer, he had taken on a $5.5 million commission from French billionaire art collector François Pinault to create 16 monumental works based on 12th-century Japanese picture-scroll paintings for Pinault’s Palazzo Grassi, in Venice. Titled “727 727 Plus,” the series was to be shown this May, just ahead of the opening of the 2007 Venice Biennale. But Murakami was already stretched thin, between having to complete new pieces for the Gagosian show in Manhattan and coaching Mr., one of his Kaikai Kiki artists, for his Western debut at Chelsea’s Lehmann Maupin Gallery that same month. As a result, Murakami, an unabashed perfectionist, was able to complete only three of the panels for Pinault. Scrambling for a solution, he made a documentary about the delayed project—partly tongue-in-cheek, since it was chronicling a minidisaster. He also designed elaborate digitized mock-ups of the 13 unfinished works based on his preliminary sketches, to go along with the three completed ones. At the last minute, however, that plan was rejected by Pinault and the chief curator of his collection, Alison Gingeras.

“I did my best,” Murakami said with a sheepish expression during the June interview in Basel, where he was bivouacked in a hotel lobby with six assistants. “But finally, I couldn’t finish it. That’s the reality!” (Gingeras says that she and Pinault have assured the artist that when the work is finished, it will be presented at the palazzo.)

Murakami isn’t exactly crestfallen about his version of death in Venice, since so many other projects are currently on the front and back burners of his international enterprise. “I was in Los Angeles last month visiting my friend Mark Grothman, who’s really focused on his next painting, and he does everything by himself,” says the artist, pausing to consult, in rapid-fire Japanese, with his translator and Kaikai Kiki New York director Yuko Sakata before turning back to his guest in a gust of laughter. “Oh, my God, that’s too much for me! I don’t know why, but I must do things for my company. I need to make phone calls or write e-mails. I want to make paintings by myself, but the reality is, the artist has to be thinking about his painting 24 hours a day, and I can’t do that. It’s much too complicated!”

Despite his nonchalant air and fits of nervous laughter about not having time to concentrate on a single canvas, Murakami displays a Koonsian obsession with the minutest details of his works’ production. Because of this compulsion, Blum says, MOCA staffers and his gallery, the financial backer of Oval Buddha, feared it wouldn’t be completed in time. “It was a very grueling process for the fabricators,” Blum explains. “I mean, just to do one little eyeball of the sculpture, he can send it back 10 times if it’s not exactly how he wants it.”

Murakami’s fussiness was evident during a tour in May of his 22,000-square-foot studio in Long Island City, just outside Manhattan. This visitor noticed a kind of contractor’s punch list tacked up on a bulletin board in one of the pristine and minimally appointed art production rooms. It was a staccato series of scolding memos from Murakami to his assistants about a painting in progress. One of them read, “The result hasn’t yielded itself positively because they don’t have the philosophy inside themselves to achieve good results. I’m upset with the washi paper and the silver leafing on the new paintings.”

That kind of micromanaging certainly doesn’t bring to mind Andy Warhol’s freewheeling Factory days, which many critics and pundits have evoked in describing Murakami’s business philosophy and art production. Murakami actually much prefers the George Lucas/Lucasfilm model, in which the creative founder sits at the helm of his global empire, directing a range of activities that include creating visual effects, licensing, producing online functions and even manufacturing limited-edition action figures. In the world of Kaikai Kiki, that part translates into offering a line of such mass-market items as key chains, mouse pads, sticker sets, pillows, bags, towels and soccer balls.

“I can create something really new,” says Murakami, “and people will say, ‘Warhol copy,’ or something like that. To be honest with you, when I started in this area, I never knew anything about Andy Warhol. I focused on George Lucas and the movie industry.” From reading about him in magazines and watching his films, “I learned a lot about the studio system and transferred that to my art making in Japan.”

Just as Lucas has fashioned a lucrative universe around his computer-aided artistic vision, Murakami has sought to fulfill his dreams. “My talent isn’t about spending a whole day making a painting or a sculpture; it’s about creating an environment and a context to make all of those things possible,” he says. And, always mindful of what that enterprise entails, he observes, “My favorite part of the movies is watching the credits scroll down at the end.”